
Particle Acceleration and Magnetic Field Generation in Relativistic Shocks

Shock acceleration is a ubiquitous phenomenon in astrophysical plasmas. Plasma waves and their

associated instabilities (e.g., the Buneman instability, two-streaming instability, and the Weibel

instability created in the shocks are responsible for particle (electron, positron, and ion) acceleration

(e.g. Nishikawa et al. 2009).

Using a 3-D RPIC code, we have investigated particle acceleration associated with a relativistic

jet front propagating through an ambient plasma with and without initial magnetic fields. Our

earlier simulations show the growth of Weibel instability. Figure 1 (movie) shows the growing Bx

(transverse component) generated by the current filaments by the Weibel instability. The waves

propagate as similar as the jet velocity, which presents that the Weibel instability is convective

mode (zero real frequency).

Fig. 1.— Snapshot of Bx at three different locations along the jet at ωpet = 550.

The growth of the current filaments can be shown more clearly in the isosurface of current filaments

in Fig 2. The current filaments grow as the Weibel instability is excited and the the nonlinear

stage these current filaments merge and get larger. The magnetic fields are generated by these

current filaments. The blue and red filaments show positive and negative currents along the jet,

respectively.

We have investigated this topic using a larger (longer) system with varying physical parameters in

order to investigate the nonlinear evolution and the radiation from the resulting relativistic shock.
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Fig. 2.— Snap shot of Jx for electron-positron jets. The white lines show the magnetic field lines

generated by these current filaments ωpet = 550.

Large simulations are essential to following nonlinear stage development and to calculating the

radiation from relativistic shocks.

We have performed simulations using a system with (Lx, Ly, Lz) = (4005∆, 131∆, 131∆) (∆ = 1:

grid cell size) and a total of ∼ 1 billion particles (12 particles/cell/species for the ambient plasma)

in the active grid cells. In the simulations the electron skin depth, λce = c/ωpe = 10.0∆, where

ωpe = (4πe2ne/me)
1/2 is the electron plasma frequency and the electron Debye length λe is half

of the grid cell size. Here the computational domain is six times longer than in our previous

simulations. In order to investigate the effects of an ion mass heavier than positrons we have

performed a simulation for an electron-ion case with mi/me = 20. Figure 3 shows the averaged

(in the y − z plane) electron density and electromagnetic field energy along the jet at 3750ω−1
pe for

electron-positron (panels 3a & 3b) and electron-ion (panels 3c & 3d) jets.
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Fig. 3.— The averaged values of electron density (a, c) and field energy (b, d) along the x at t = 3750ω−1
pe . The left

panels (Figs. 1a and 1b) show the results for pair plasmas and the right panels show the results for the electron-ion
case (mi/me = 20). The top panels show the number densities of jet electrons (red), ambient electrons (blue), and
the total electron density (black). The bottom panels show the electric field energy (red) and magnetic field energy
(blue) divided by the total kinetic energy.

In the pair jet and ambient system, the ambient electrons are accelerated by the jet electrons and

are swept up towards the front part of jet. The ambient plasma density shows a rapid increase to

a plateau behind the jet front, with additional increase to a higher plateau farther behind the jet

front. The jet density remains approximately constant except near the jet front. The acceleration of

ambient electrons becomes visible when jet electrons pass about x/∆ = 500. The maximum density

of accelerated ambient electrons is attained at t = 1750ω−1
pe . The maximum electromagnetic field

energy is located at x/∆ = 1, 700. The Weibel instability remains excited by continuously injected

jet particles and the electromagnetic fields are maintained at a high level. In the pair jet and

ambient system the strong magnetic fields extend up to x/∆ = 2, 000. These strong fields become

very small beyond x/∆ = 2000 in the shocked ambient region.

The electron-ion jet and ambient system has not fully developed at this simulation time due to

the heavier ions. We see that the ambient has not yet been entirely swept up and the generated

electromagnetic fields are smaller than those for the electron-positron case. Furthermore, in the

front of electron-ion jet the electromagnetic fields remain negligible at this simulation time. In

order to generate a bow (forward) and jet shock structure like that seen for the electron-positron

system will require considerably longer simulations. Recently, a longer simulation with electron-ion

jet has been done and almost fully developed shock is formed, which will be reported in the near

future.
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